PORTABLE
FLAGPOLES
WITH
POWERMOON®

Portable Flagpoles
®
with Powermoon
Material:

extruded aluminum

Dimensions: pole height and Powermoon®: total 8.00 m (315 in)
pole diameter: 0.09 m (4 in)
length of horizontal flag-hanging rod: adjustable
up to 1.50 m (59 in)
height of flag: 4.00 m (157 in)
diameter of flag-hanging rod: 0.03 m (1 in)
Powermoon®:
diameter 0.90 m (35 in), height 0.60 m (24 in)
Weight:

lighting kit: 14.00 kg (31 lbs)
total assembly weight:
89.00 - 104.00 kg (196 - 229 lbs)
ballast: 20 ballast stones at 35.00 kg (77 lbs)

Accessories: flags (various standard motifs or individually
printed), adjustable base, mast caps
Transport:

Applications

on a standard trailer

well as guide rings and flag weights to hold flags in

Flagpoles

with

Powermoon®

displaying

vertical

flags,

are

decorative

ideal

for

banners,

place. For added stability, the base features four
adjustable feet.

advertisements, and sponsorship logos. They can
also be used to mark entrances, evacuation routes,

Optional Extras

restrooms, and other points of interest. Built to a

eps also offers delivery, installation, breakdown, and

very high standard, flagpoles with Powermoon® are

collection.

particularly suitable for outdoor use. Thanks to a very
bright output of 75 000 lumens at just 650 watts, they
draw attention to the signage as well as create a lowglare working environment, with the ability to illuminate up to 3 000 m² per pole.
Features
Flagpoles are made of extruded aluminum and have
a smooth, coated surface that repels dirt. Each unit
comes with a base, a mast cap and an adjustable
horizontal rod to suspend flags or banners from, as
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01 A Flagpole with Powermoon® illuminate advertising
and orientation aids together with their surroundings I
02 Ideal for marking sanitary facilities at open-air
events I 03 The Flagpole with Powermoon® also serves
as an advertising medium with excellent visibility I
04 Thanks to its high visibility, it creates ideal remote
signalling to highlight special meeting points such as
paramedic areas

WHEREVER
YOU GO, WE
ARE THERE…

